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    Home Assignment 

       2023-24 

               Note:  

1. Assignment Marks will be added in the Terminal Assessment.  

2. Parents are required to let their child do his/her assignments on his/her own.  

3. Use loose sheets if required to perform the task.   

4. Best Assignment of the year will be recognised. 



ENGLISH   

 

1.Discuss  teen age issues with your parents and make  

a video of the discussion and send it at dkansya@gmail.com 

2.After discussion,express your feelings in the form of a diary entry.  

3.Listen any two TED talks and make a report on the same.  

4.Make a poster highlighting the steps to control global warming (on  A4 sheet ) 

HINDI 

��याकलाप-  

 

��याकलाप- 1  ' पंजाब'' क� संकृ�त , वेशभूषा, ��स� �योहार आ�द !वषय" पर कला एक�कृत 

प$रयोजना तैयार कर'।  

��याकलाप-2 

  1.पद �कसे कहत ेहै? रचना के आधार पर, उ�पि�त के आधार पर, �योग के आधार पर श.द" का 

वग/करण कर प$रयोजना काय1 तैयार कर'।  

2.�क2ह3 ं10 ऐसे श.द" को �लख ेिजसम' उपसग1 और ��यय दोन" का �योग होता हो।  

3.व8ृ" का मह�व बतात ेहुए दो �म:" के बीच का संवाद �लख े।  

4.इकाई स:-1 का अ?यास कर'। 
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SCIENCE  

BIOLOGY 

Syllabus:- 

The fundamental unit of life -Cell 

MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS  

1. The rough ER is so named because it has an abundance of 

(a) mitochondria  (b) Golgi bodies  (c) lysosomes  (d) ribosomes. 

2. The plant cells are more rigid than the  animal cells due to 

(a) cell wall   (b) lysosome   (c) plastids  (d) both (a) and (b 

3. Animal cell lacks 

(a) mesosome  (b) ribosome   (c) vacuole.  (d) lysosome 

4. Which of the following organelles in the cell is referred to as the suicidal bags or disposal 

units? 

(a) Lysosomes  (b) Peroxisomes  (c) Glyoxysomes (d) None of these 

5. Within chloroplasts, light is captured by 

(a) thylakoids within grana  (b) grana within cisternae 

(c) cisternae within grana  (d) grana within thylakoids. 

ASSERTION /REASONING 

Assertion & Reason Type Questions:- 

Read the Assertion and Reason carefully to mark the correct option out of the options given 

below: 

(A) Both Assertion and Reason are true and Reason is the correct explanation of Assertion. 

(B) Both Assertion and Reason are true but Reason is not the correct explanation of Asser-

tion. 

(C) Assertion is true but Reason is false. 

(D) Assertion is false but Reason is true. 

ASSERTION:- Mitochondria are known as powerhouse of the cell 

REASON:-mitochondria are used to bring about energy generating activities of the cell 

ASSERTION:- All cells contain  genetic materials in the form of DNA. 

REASON:-jeans are self replicating units and are located on the chromosomes. 

ASSERTION:-Plant cell does not burst on account of endosmosis when kept in hypotonic solu-

tion.  



REASON:-Plant cell possesses large vacuoles that remove excess water entering the cell and 

prevent it from bursting. 

SHORT ANSWER TYPE QUESTIONS:- 

1. GIVE ANY TWO SIMILARITIES BETWEEN MITOCHONDRIA AND PLASTIDS. 

2. WHICH ORGANELLE HELPS A PLANT CELL TO MAINTAIN ITS TURGIDITY. HOW? 

3. DEFINE OSMOSIS. IN WHAT TWO WAYS IT IS DIFFERENT FROM DIFFUSION? 

4. WHAT ARE THE TWO CONDITIONS REQUIRED FOR OSMOSIS? 

5. NAME A CELL ORGANELLE FOUND ONLY IN A PLANT CELL AND NAME ITS TYPES. 

 

HOTS 

1. You generally add salt into the vegetables during the cooking process after adding salt vege-

tables release water.  What mechanism is responsible for this? 

2.A person takes a concentrated  

solution of salt after sometime, he starts vomiting. What is the phenomenon responsible for 

such a situation? Explain. 

ACTIVITY 

Two beakers A and B that contain plain water and concentrated sugar solution respectively.  

Equal number of dry raisins are kept in them for a few hours and then taken out 

A. Explain the reason for the difference in the physical appearance of raisins which were 

taken out of the two beakers 

B. On the basis of above observation categorise the two solutions as hypotonic and hyper-

tonic . 

CONCEPT MAP OF STRUCTURE OF CELL ON A3 SHEET. 

MODEL:- working model (Any one)  

●      Hydraulics.  

●      Solar energy 

●      Different types of 

                 Pollution 

●      Biological models 

●      Waste management 

●      Natural disasters   

                 Proofing buildings 

●      Chemistry related                        

●      Physics related Model 

●      Hydroponics 

               

Note  :-Complete fair notebook 

 Learn full chapter. 



PHYSICS 

Reasoning questions 

1. Velocity can be zero but speed can never be zero give reason 

2. Uniform circular motion is an accelerated motion give reason 

Difference based questions 

3. Differentiate between scalars and vectors 

4. Differentiate between speed and velocity 

5. Differentiate between uniform circular motion and uniform linear motion 

Activity based questions 

6.Collect the  collect the velocity time data for the uniformly accelerated motion hence lot the 

graph between velocity and time use the graph to obtain the acceleration and distance cov-

ered in different interval of times 

Hots 

7. Discuss two cases when displacement is zero but distance is not zero 

8. Discuss the example with the uniform speed and variable velocity 

Derivation based question 

9.Using VT graph derive the three equations of motion 

Enhancing Mathematical Skills 

10. Solve any three questions involving the use of equations of motion 

11. Prepare prepare the formula sheet of all the formulas used in the chapter motion on A 4 

sheet 

12. WRITE THE UNITS OF ALL THE PHYSICAL QUANTITIES INVOLVED IN THE CHAPTER MOTION. 

13. WHAT IS ACCELERATION DUE TO GRAVITY IS IT A UNIFORM ACCELERATION OR NON UNI-

FORM ACCELERATION 

14. DRAW A TABLE SHOWING THE APPLICATIONS OF DIFFERENT GRAPHS 

15. WRITE ANY THREE QUESTIONS INVOLVING THE CHANGE OF SPEED FROM KM PER HOUR 

TO METRE PER SECOND 

16. WRITE THE THREE QUESTIONS INVOLVING THE CHANGE OF SPEED FROM METRE PER 

SECOND TO KILOMETRE PER HOUR 

ASSERTION REASON 

17.ASSERTION…. DISTANCE IS ALWAYS POSITIVE 

REASON………DISTANCE IS THE TOTAL LENGTH OF A PATH COVERED 

18. ASSERTION……DISTANCE IS GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO DISPLACEMENT 

REASON….. DISPLACEMENT IS THE SHORTEST DISTANCE BETWEEN THE INITIAL AND THE FINAL 

POINT 

19. ASSERTION …….Circular Motion is  accelerated motion 

      REASON ……… Direction of velocity changes at every point on circle 



18. SOLVE ANYONE QUESTION INVOLVING THE CALCULATION  OF AVERAGE SPEED AND AV-

ERAGE VELOCITY. 

MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS 

19.  WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING IS A VECTOR 

a)MASS  b)DISTANCE  c)SPEED  d)ACCELERATION 

20. Which of the following quantity is path dependent 

a)MASS  b)DISTANCE  c) Velocity  d)ACCELERATION 

21. AN OBJECT IS SAID TO BE IN MOTION 

a) when the position changes with time  b) when the position remain same with time 

c) both options are correct   d) motion is a relative terms 

22 what is the source of centripetal force when moon revolves around the earth 

a)Gravitational force   b)Electro magnetic force 

c)Nuclear force    d)Friction 

23.Uniform circular motion is a 

a) accelerated motion   b) unaccelerated motion 

c) constant velocity motion  d) linear motion 

 GRAPH BASED QUESTIONS  

24. DRAW THE VT GRAPH FOR UNIFORM RETARDATION 

. PREPARE A MODEL ON THE  ANY TOPIC IN YOUR SYLLABUS(PHYSICS) 

COMPLETE YOUR NOTEBOOKS TILL LAWS OF MOTION 

CHEMISTRY 



 









SOCIAL SCIENCE  

HOLIDAY’S HOMEWORK  

CLASS 9 

Sub:  social science 

1. Complete mapwork on the mapskill:- 

History  

Ch 1 French Revolution  

On the mapskill  Locate/label/identify; 

 Bordeaux 

Nantes 

 Paris and Marseille 

Geography  

Ch 1 India: size & location 

●India - States with Capitals 

 ● Tropic of Cancer, Standard Meridian (Location and Labelling)  

● Neighbouring countries of  India 

Ch 2 physical features of India 

● Mountain Peaks – K2, KanchanJunga, AnaiMudi 

 

2. Prepare a small model on any one of these topics:- 

1. Different land forms of India 

2. Types of forests in India 

3. Disaster management  

3. Write the answer of the following questions in your social science notebooks:- 

In the questions given below, there are two Statements marked as Assertion (A) and 

Reason (R). Read the Statements and Choose the correct option: Options are: 

(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A). 

(B) Both (A) and (R) are true but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A). 

(C) (A) is correct but (R) is wrong. 

(D) (A) is wrong but (R) is correct. 



 

1. Assertion (A): India Shares its land boundaries with Pakistan and Afghanistan in 

the northwest. 

Reason (R): China, Tibet, Nepal and Bhutan in the South and Myanmar and Bang-

ladesh in the West. 

2.  Assertion (A): India lies entirely in the Northern hemisphere. 

Reason (R): The Tropic of Cancer (23030’N) divides the Country into almost two 

equal parts. 

3. Assertion: The French Revolution had a significant impact on the world. 

Reason: The French Revolution inspired people in other countries to demand 

democracy and equality. 

4. Read the source given below and answer the questions that follow: 

On the morning of 14 July 1789, the city of Paris was in a state of alarm. The king had 

commanded troops to move into the city. Rumours spread that he would soon order 

the army to open fire upon the citizens. Some 7,000 men and women gathered in front 

of the town hall and decided to form a peoples’ militia. They broke into a number of 

government buildings in search of arms. Finally, a group of several hundred people 

marched towards the eastern part of the city and stormed the fortress-prison, the Bas-

tille, where they hoped to find hoarded ammunition. In the armed fight that followed, 

the commander of the Bastille was killed and the prisoners released – though there 

were only seven of them. Yet the Bastille was hated by all because it stood for the des-

potic power of the king. The fortress was demolished and its stone fragments were sold 

in the markets to all those who wished to keep a souvenir of its destruction. The days 

that followed saw more rioting both in Paris and the countryside. Most people were 

protesting against the high price of bread. Much later, when historians looked back 

upon this time, they saw it as the beginning of a chain of events that ultimately led to 

the execution of the king in France, though most people at the time did not anticipate 

this outcome. 

 

Answer the following MCQs by choosing the most appropriate option: 

1. On 14th July, 1789 the people of the ________ estate attacked the Bastille prison and 

freed all the prisoners signalling the start of the _________. 

1. first, civil war 

2. fourth, Russian war 

3. second, movement 

4. third, revolution 

2. Which of the following statement is incorrect? 

1. The Bastille was the fortress-prison. 

2. The Bastille stood for the democratic power of the king. 

3. On the morning of 14 July 1789, the people of Paris stormed Bastille 

4. All are correct 

3. In the question given below, there are two statements marked as Assertion (A) and 

Reason (R). Read the statements and chose the correct option: 



Assertion (A): The people of France storm the Bastille. 

Reason (R): They were hopeful to find King Louis XIV and commander of the Bastille 

there. 

1. Both A and R are correct and R is the correct explanation of A. 

2. Both A and R are correct but R is not the correct explanation of A. 

3. A is correct but R is wrong. 

4. Both A and R are wrong. 

4. What was the immediate cause of rioting in Paris? 

1. Atrocities by the commander 

2. The high price of bread 

3. The killing of women and children 

4. All of these 

 

5. In the question given below, there are two statements marked as Assertion (A) 

and Reason (R). Read the statements and chose the correct option: 

Assertion (A): Pakistan not considered a democratic country even after having 

elections 

Reason (R): Despite elections to the national and provincial assemblies, the final 

powers rested with General Musharraf and military officers. 

 

1. Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A. 

2. Both A and R are true but R is not the correct explanation of A. 

3. A is correct but R is wrong. 

4. A is wrong but R is correct. 

5.  

 

6. The Constituent Assembly adopted the Constitution of India on 

(a) 26 January 1950 

(b) 26 November 1949 

(c) 26 January 1949 

(d) 15 August 1947 

7. Apartheid in South Africa was discrimination on the basis of 

(a) gender 

(b) religion 

(c) race 

(d) economic status 

8. The Indian Constitution came into effect on 

(a) 26 January 1949 

(b) 26 January 1950 



(c) 26 January 1952 

(d) 26 November 1950 

9. The most abundant factor of production is 

(a) labour 

(b) land 

(c) machinery 

(d) all of the above In  

10. ‘Operation Flood’ is related to : 

(a) control flood 

(b) produce fish 

(c) milk production 

(d) grain production 

11. Consumption of chemical fertilisers is highest in which state of India? 

(a) Punjab 

(b) Haryana 

(c) Rajasthan 

(d) Himachal Pradesh 

 


